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Key contributions

I Estimate how transitory health shocks affect consumption of older US households
(65+)—subject to both health and income risk

I Decompose effects of adverse health shocks into:

1. Drop in marginal utility of consumption (eg less travel)—Key
2. Drop in resources (income, higher medical expenses)—Smaller

I Differences across households / consumption components:

I Wealthier households cut on luxuries (possibly b/c of 1)
I Poorer households cut on luxuries and necessities (also b/c of 2)

I Effect on marginal utility (1) important, more than 90% of total effect

I Distinction matters for public policy implications—public insurance
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Earnings make up small fraction of income for Hhs aged 65+
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Figure 2: Equivalized income components by age, in thousands of 2015 dollars for cohort
born in 1940-1949. Top left panel: low wealth households (< 75k equivalized
wealth); top right panel: high wealth households (≥ 75k equivalized wealth);
bottom panel: whole sample.

4 Income and health risks

We assume that the evolution of both health and income are exogenous and that,

after the elimination of demographics, detrended health and log-income (which we

denote with a tilde) can be represented as a transitory-permanent process,6 that

is, as the sum of a permanent component that evolves as a random walk, and of

a transitory component that is an i.i.d. shock, that is, an MA(0) process. Our

assumptions are supported by Appendix B, which reports the autocovariances of both

health and log-income growth, and highlights that these covariances are consistent

with our assumptions (and inconsistent with the permanent components being an

AR(1) processes with coefficients very different from one and with the transitory

6With the same abuse of notation as with consumption, we put the tilde on y, while it is log-
income ln(yt) that is detrended from the effect of demographics.

14

I Earnings [red] make up 10–20% of income, share on income declines with age ⇒
Suggests effect on resources via income small

I Health risk only affects earnings risk (not other income components);
correlation(health, inc risk) ≈ 0.15

I Earnings risk is higher for wealthy households

I Why not look at 50+ households? (earnings matter more for them)
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Various data issues

I Challenging project, need detailed data on health (subjective + objective),
consumption, income, wealth—US Health and Retirement Study

I 2-year frequency ⇒ Transitory health shocks may last up to 2 years

I Wealth breakdown: Why not have 3 equal groups of households? (Now about
1000 poor households, 4000 wealthy)

I Role of liquid assets (relative to income), not net wealth for passthrough?
Wealthy hand-to-mouth households

I Additional breakdowns: education, age (role of bequest motive for old households)

I Measurement of consumption: Some necessities might be affected via shift in
utility, eg car-related; Food away from home is luxury



Policy implications: ‘How should government insure?’

I Be more explicit about the normative conclusion

I I think the conclusion is:
Government should provide more insurance to poorer households against medical
expenses + income channels. But gov’t should not address marginal utility shocks.

Other points

I Would be interesting to solve structural model numerically, to see how well
approximation works

I Side note: In principle similar decomposition could be applied to the effects of
covid on consumption



Summary

I Nice, careful paper decomposing effects of health shocks

I Interesting question, important for public policy

I Would be nice to have evidence from other countries (perhaps with annual data)
on public insurance against health shocks


